CYBER SMART, CYBER
SECURE, CYBER STRONG
Three cyberattacks aimed at the title, settlement
service and real estate industry today, and how to
stop them in their tracks
| by Amy Tankersley
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ecently, a title company was five minutes away
from a scheduled closing when its systems’
screens suddenly locked up. An insidious
message appeared on the company’s computer
screens, warning that until the company sent funds via
bitcoin by a certain deadline, its files would be locked and
inaccessible. The company called its IT security consultant,
Matthew Froning, a 15-year educator on cybersecurity
and technology threats, for assistance. However, because
Froning had already helped the company put a file backup
system and emergency procedure in place to handle such
an attack, its employees recovered in minutes with a
negligible delay in closing time.

atmosphere, and it’s getting more and more critical every
day to protect yourself from these threats.”

This company is cyber strong. Not only was it
knowledgeable about this type of ransomware
cyberattack, it was also prepared to handle the attack
when it threatened to compromise its sensitive
consumer files.

“Having sat on many panels with regulators and agents
from different title companies, I can tell you we are
continuing to see these threats grow on a day-to-day
basis,” Froning said.

“It used to be you worried about someone stealing papers
and computers, or your physical security, but now we are
looking at things more from the cyber side,” said Froning,
who spent more than two decades managing computerrelated matters, including fraud and counterespionage,
for the U.S. Air Force. “We live in an ever-changing

Froning has led the execution of more than 800 security
instruments, including more than 200 American Land
Title Association (ALTA) Best Practices assessments for
title and settlement agents and attorneys. He recently
founded his own company, Security Assurance Facilitation
Experts (SAFE), which helps companies in those industries
establish cybersecurity protection programs. Elements of
his protection program include vulnerability; regulatory
compliance; risk and social engineering assessments;
information technology (IT) control reviews; and web
application and mobile device testing.

On a recent North American Title Insurance Company
(NATIC) webinar titled, “Cybersecurity: Protect Your
Agency from Present-Day Threats,” Froning identified
several “attack vectors” of concern to the title industry, and
provided tips for ensuring your company or organization
is cyber strong.

THREAT NO. 1: PHYSICAL THEFT
In the context of modern-day cyber threats, physical theft
— involving sensitive, sometimes nonpublic personal
information (NPI) stored on computers, laptops, jump
drives or even on good, old-fashioned paper — may
seem like a threat from yesteryear. But these devices and
documents are still very much at risk for pilfering from
opportunistic scam artists, Froning said.
“When we refer to physical theft, we are talking about
laptops and files being stolen from your car when you go
to visit a client, or office break-ins where files and other
equipment containing valuable information are stolen,”
Froning said.
Concern about physical theft led to the development
of ALTA Best Practices Pillar No. 3, Protection of NPI. This
third pillar of ALTA’s Best Practices Framework advises title
professionals to adopt and maintain a written privacy
and information security policy; restrict access to NPI to
authorized employees who have undergone background
checks at hiring; maintain and secure access to company
technology and equipment; dispose of NPI properly in a
manner that protects against unauthorized access to or
use of the information; establish a disaster management
plan; and oversee compliance with these measures by
third-party vendors and service providers.
“It all goes back to ensuring the proper protection of NPI
and data,” Froning said.
Other protection measures he suggested include
implementing perimeter-defense solutions, such as a
secure server room; limiting access to company ports and
services based on business need; implementing a cleandesk policy and keeping files out of plain sight, even
while they may be in active use; ensuring that sensitive
documents are shredded by a certified shredding
company, and obtaining a receipt for your shredded
materials; and ensuring that outside parties like cleaning
crews cannot access files and equipment.

THREAT NO. 2: SOCIAL ENGINEERING
Social engineering refers to some kind of psychological
manipulation of people into performing actions or
divulging confidential information. The aforementioned
title company’s ransomware attack — which involved
a hacker covertly installing computer malware on the
title company’s computer network and threatening to
hold their data hostage until a ransom was paid — is an
example of social engineering.

Phishing is another prevalent example of social
engineering. This type of attack involves a phisher who
sends an email that appears to come from a legitimate
business — such as a mortgage broker, escrow officer
or real estate agent. The email requests verification of
information and warning of some dire consequences
if it is not provided. Usually, the email contains links to
fraudulent websites that may also seem legitimate —
even with realistic-looking company logos and other
marketing content — and requests information from the
user, such as a bank account or credit card number or
personal identification number. If phishers are successful
in obtaining information, they may steal user credentials
such as IDs and passwords, and deliver malicious software
such as viruses to your computer.
Recently, ALTA issued a bulletin warning of such schemes
and advised title professionals to take preventive measures:
 Never click on email links, even if you are expecting it and trust
the sender. Instead, go directly to the website, log in and delete
the message.
 Refrain from sending customers invoices as attachments;
require them to view invoices on your website.
 Use unique passwords for every website you visit. Use password
managers to help you generate strong passwords. Change
passwords frequently.
 Use reputable cloud mail services such as Office365, Outlook.
com and Google. They all have many security features enabled
by default and more available as add-ons.
 Check sent and deleted items in your email account for
messages you didn’t send or other signs of compromise.
 Watch for look-alikes in senders’ email addresses, such as
replacing vowels with numbers or inserting one letter within a
long domain name.

The FBI estimates there has been a 1,300 percent increase
in identified business losses since January 2015, and to
date, BEC scams have cost businesses nearly $3.1 billion
in losses.
“Attackers are not just [foreign] email scammers
anymore,” Froning said. “Hackers understand the value
of compromising business emails, getting sensitive
information and using it to further a financial scheme.
They have learned about the industry, and their emails
are targeted specifically to it. They make them look as real
as possible, even down to the signature block at the end
of an email.”
Companies with employees who work remotely are
especially vulnerable to BEC scams, as “those of you who
allow employees remote access to your networks could
be looking at providing an attacker with credentials that
could allow them into your network,” Froning pointed out.
 Keep antivirus software current, and make sure your mobile
devices are protected, too.
 Don’t accept LinkedIn and other social media invitations from
people you don’t know.

Froning also cautioned that employees should never mix
their business and personal lives. Personal email accounts
may be more vulnerable to these kinds of attacks, and
employees often use the same passwords for their
business email accounts.
“A lot of people like to use the same passwords for their
personal and professional email accounts,” he said. “But
then your personal account gets attacked because there
is usually less security around it, someone finds out
your password, figures out where you work or already
knows that and then they can send emails from your
account without anyone even noticing. Having the same
credentials for your personal and business accounts is a
serious threat, and this is something you must point out
to your affiliates.”

THREAT NO. 3: BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE
Last, but definitely not least, is perhaps the greatest
cyber threat to our industry today: Business email
compromise (BEC).
According to the FBI, BEC schemes are sophisticated
scams targeting businesses that work with foreign
suppliers, or, as is the case with our industry, that regularly
perform wire transfer payments. The scam is carried out
by compromising legitimate business email accounts
through social engineering or computer-intrusion
techniques to conduct unauthorized transfers of funds.

“It’s very important, from a training perspective, that
employees are aware of and understand the different
types of social engineering attacks that are out there, how
prevalent they are and how realistic they look now.”
Tips for securing your email wires include:
 Email wire instructions only from an encrypted email platform.
 Email only the actual client/party who will be initiating the
wire. Do not CC or BCC multiple email addresses. Send a
new, separate email to other parties to inform them that the
instructions were transmitted to your mutual client.
 Inspect senders’ email addresses carefully to ensure the email
is from the actual sender. Common fraudster tactics include
changing a lowercase “l” to a capital “I,” inserting periods or
spaces, etc.
 If you receive changes or requests containing different wire
instructions, do not respond via email. Call the sender to
ensure he actually sent the request.

For information on other types of cybersecurity threats
and scams, and tips for how to prevent them, view
NATIC’s webinar, “Cybersecurity: Protect Your Agency
from Present-Day Threats,” available on AgentLink under
NATIC TV.
Amy Tankersley is Manager
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